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Across

3. Elomi Fit Bra

6. Elomi Cate as a basic RP style is 

always available in Blush and ____.

12. This strap addition converts bras 

from classic wear to racerback.

13. The Freya Strapless bra is called 

_____ ______.

17. The ____ _____ bralette from 

Freya is coming by March, order it for 

your customers ASAP!

20. Young, fun, and flirty are the 

tennants of which Eveden lingerie line?

21. Padded half cup ______ from 

Fantasie is now available in a great 

basic color way called Latte.

22. Eveden is based out of ______ 

______ and uses UK sizing.

Down

1. What is the name of the Freya 

sports bra with a breathable cup?

2. This bra provides full coverage, a 

fantastic plunge, and features a 

pearl-like neckline.

4. Cate, a tried and true favorite of 

the Elomi girl, returns now in fun and 

flirty ___ ____.

5. ____ ___ _____ bras offer 

maximum support and shaping for full 

busted customers in thanks to their 

seams.

7. The Spring 2018 fashion color for 

Freya's Idol t-shirt bra is ______.

8. This line of elegant pieces gives 

full cup customers an ultra luxurious 

option.

9. This bra from Elomi, comes in a 

fashionable strappy version known as 

the "flirt".

10. This bra, from Freya, gives 

cleavage like no other for a full busted 

gal- no padding needed!

11. ______ fabric, used in many 

Elomi bras, provides support with no 

stretch.

14. The Elomi _____ Sports bra offers 

superior support for a hard workout 

and fits just like Cate.

15. Best-selling Elomi Matilda comes 

in a new firey color, _____.

16. How many D's are in a UK GG?

18. _______ is a breathable fabric 

that wicks moisture.

19. Sheer fabric and on-trend 

strapping make _____ from Elomi a 

favorite new cut-and-sewn style.


